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ABSTRACT3

The real-time kinematic precise point positioning (PPP-RTK) technique enables inte-4

ger ambiguity resolution by providing single-receiver users with information on the satellite5

phase biases next to the standard precise point positioning (PPP) corrections. Using undif-6

ferenced and uncombined observations, rank deficiencies existing in the design matrix need7

to be eliminated to form estimable parameters. In this contribution, the estimability of the8

parameters are studied in single-frequency ionosphere-weighted scenario, given a dynamic9

satellite clock model in the network Kalman filter. In case of latency of the network correc-10

tions, the estimable satellite clocks, satellite phase biases and ionospheric delays need to be11

predicted over short time spans. With and without satellite clock models incorporated in the12

network Kalman filter, different approaches are used to predict the network corrections. In13

this contribution, we show how the predicted network corrections response to the presence14

and absence of satellite clock models. These differences in the predicted network corrections15

are also reflected in the user positioning results. Using three different 1 Hz global positioning16

system (GPS) single-frequency data sets, two user stations in one small-scale network are17

used to compute the positioning results applying predicted network corrections. The latency18

of the network products ranges from 3 to 10 s. We observe that applying strong satellite19

clock constraints in the network Kalman filter, i.e., with the process noise of 1 or 0.5 mm per20
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square root of second, reduces the root mean squares (RMS) of the user positioning results21

within centimetres to decimetres for latencies larger than 6 s, compared to the cases without22

satellite clock model.23

Keywords: Single-frequency, PPP-RTK, Satellite clock modelling, Prediction.24

INTRODUCTION25

Using external information on satellite orbits and satellite clocks provided by, e.g., the26

International Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Service (IGS, Dow et al. 2009),27

the kinematic precise point positioning (PPP) results can nowadays reach cm-level accuracy28

(Yu and Gao 2017). However, to reach such an accuracy, long convergence time from tens29

of minutes to hours can be required (Banville et al. 2014, Leandro et al. 2011, Yu and Gao30

2017). For single-frequency users, the precision of the kinematic PPP results by applying31

also external ionospheric information is normally at dm-level (Huisman et al. 2012, van Bree32

and Tiberius 2012).33

In network real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning, corrections are provided to the user34

in the ‘observation-domain’. One can equivalently convey the information content in the35

network observations through physical parameters e.g. satellite clocks, instrumental de-36

lays and atmospheric biases. By employing such ‘parameter-space’ presentation, real-time37

kinematic precise point positioning (PPP-RTK) provides parameter corrections that have38

a lower sending-rate, thus consuming a lower bandwidth for transmitting the corrections39

to the user (Wübbena et al. 2005). The PPP-RTK technique enables single-receiver inte-40

ger ambiguity resolution (IAR) by providing users the satellite phase biases apart from the41

satellite orbits and the satellite clocks. In addition to that, the ionospheric delays, which42

are spatially interpolated for the user, can also be provided to speed up IAR (Odijk et al.43

2014b). During the last ten years, diverse studies have been performed to enable fast in-44

teger ambiguity resolution and thus realise high-precision user positioning results in short45

time spans using dual-frequency and combined global positioning system (GPS) observa-46

tions (Collins 2008, Ge et al. 2008, Geng et al. 2011, Laurichesse and Mercier 2007, Loyer47
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et al. 2012, Teunissen et al. 2010). For a detailed review, see Teunissen and Khodabandeh48

(2015). For single-frequency PPP-RTK users, cm-level accuracy can also be reached for49

real-time kinematic positioning within several minutes using undifferenced and uncombined50

observations, even with low-cost GNSS receivers (Odijk et al. 2012b). It was shown that51

single-frequency GPS + BeiDou navigation satellite system (BDS) RTK positioning with52

low-cost receivers can be competitive to dual-frequency GPS-only solutions using survey-53

grade receivers (Odolinski and Teunissen 2017). Using multi-GNSS signals, Li et al. (2017)54

proposed a new array-aided state-space RTK concept for single-frequency data processing,55

which improves the accuracy of the positioning results when increasing the number of the56

array antennas.57

Using undifferenced and uncombined GPS L1 observations in PPP-RTK network process-58

ing, with the help of the S-system theory (Baarda 1981, Teunissen 1985), rank deficiencies of59

the design matrix are removed, leading to estimable combinations of the parameters (Odijk60

et al. 2012b). The estimable satellite clocks, satellite phase biases and the interpolated user-61

specific ionospheric delays can then be provided to the user (Odijk et al. 2012b, Odijk et al.62

2014b). Due to the latencies of the PPP-RTK network products, the network corrections63

have to be predicted to bridge the time gap between the estimation of the network corrections64

and the user positioning. According to the study of Laurichesse et al. (2010), the overall65

latency of the network products based on a real-time integer PPP demonstrator developed66

by CNES is between 6 to 8 s. Leandro et al. (2011) have also reported a total correction67

latency for the Real Time Extended (RTX) system (via a satellite link) of smaller than68

5.6 s in 99% of the cases. To bridge the latency of the network products, a dynamic satel-69

lite clock model can be incorporated into the network Kalman filter under single-frequency70

scenario with the ionospheric delays spatially constrained between stations in a small-scale71

network (ionosphere-weighted model (Odijk 2002)). In Li et al. (2017), the estimability of72

the parameters without the satellite clock model are studied for single-frequency scenario73

based on the assumption that the atmospheric delays are the same for all stations. In this74
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contribution, with the help of S-system theory, we study the estimability of the parameters75

applying the satellite clock model using undifferenced and uncombined observations under76

single-frequency ionosphere-weighted scenario.77

Using 1 Hz GPS single-frequency data from a small-scale network, estimated and pre-78

dicted network corrections are studied and discussed without and with clock constraints of79

different strengths. The influences of the satellite clock models on the predicted network80

corrections lead to changes in the user positioning results. Using two user stations located81

within the network, based on the data of three different hours within one day, different sets of82

predicted network corrections are applied by the users. Without satellite clock constraints,83

the satellite clock estimates are predicted with the help of post-computed satellite clock84

rates, which can either be obtained by fitting polynomials using the satellite clock estimates,85

or by directly setting to a constant value. With the satellite clock model incorporated in the86

network Kalman filter, the satellite clock rates are estimated in the Kalman filter and are87

used to predict the satellite clocks for different latencies. In this contribution, the influences88

of the predicted network corrections (with and without applying satellite clock models) on89

the user positioning results are analysed and discussed with a latency ranging from 3 to 10 s90

using GPS L1 observations.91

In section “Processing Strategy”, we firstly study the estimability of the network pa-92

rameters without and with the satellite clock models under single-frequency and ionosphere-93

weighted scenario. A single-frequency network full-rank model applicable to an arbitrary94

GNSS is developed with dynamic satellite clock model incorporated into the network Kalman95

filter. The data selection and the impacts of the satellite clock models on the estimated and96

the predicted network parameters are then discussed in the subsequent section. In section97

“Latency and user positioning results”, the influences of the satellite clock modelling on the98

user positioning results are analysed and discussed for a latency ranging from 3 to 10 s.99

Section “Conclusion” concludes this contribution.100

PROCESSING STRATEGY101
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For the single-frequency scenario, the Observed-minus-Computed (O-C) terms of the102

phase (∆φsr,j) and the code observations (∆psr,j) can be formulated as (Hofmann-Wellenhof103

et al. 2008, Teunissen and Montenbruck 2017):104

E(∆φsr,j) = gsrτr + dtr − dts − µjιsr + δr,j − δs,j + λjz
s
r,j, (1)105

E(∆psr,j) = gsrτr + dtr − dts + µjι
s
r + dr,j − ds,j, (2)106

where the subindices r, j and the superindex s denote the receiver r (r = 1, · · · , n), frequency107

fj and satellite s (s = 1, · · · ,m), respectively. τr represents the zenith tropospheric delay108

(ZTD) for receiver r (after removing a priori values) with its mapping function gsr for receiver109

r and satellite s in front of it. In this study, the hydrostatic components of the ZTDs, i.e.,110

the a priori ZTDs, are modeled with the Saastamoinen model (Saastamoinen 1972) and are111

included in the O-C terms. The wet components of the ZTDs are estimated. dtr and dts112

represent the receiver and the satellite clock, respectively, and ιsr stands for the ionospheric113

delay for receiver r and satellite s on a reference frequency f1 with coefficient µj =
f21
f2j

. The114

receiver and satellite hardware delays are denoted by δr,j and δs,j for phase observations, and115

dr,j and ds,j for code observations, respectively. The integer-valued ambiguity zsr,j is multiplied116

with the wavelength λj. E(.) denotes expectation operator.117

Since the processing in this study is based on GPS L1 observations from a small-scaled118

network (with inter-station distances within 50 km), weighted constraints are applied on the119

between-station ionospheric delays (Odijk 2002):120

dιsr 6=1 = ιsr 6=1 − ιs1, (3)121

where dιsr (r = 2, · · · , n) represents pseudo-observations having zero sample values with122

distance-dependent weights. The larger the between-station distances, the smaller the123

weights become.124

Using undifferenced and uncombined single-frequency GPS observations, as shown in125
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Eqs. (1) and (2), singularities exist between the parameters. Based on the S-system theory126

(Baarda 1981, Teunissen 1985), we form the estimable parameters by constraining a mini-127

mum set of S-basis parameters, so that the full-rank property of the design matrix can be128

recovered (Teunissen et al. 2010). The O-C terms of the phase and the code observations129

can be reformulated as:130

E(∆φsr,j) = gsr τ̃r + dt̃r − dt̃s − µj ι̃sr + δ̃r,j − δ̃s,j + λj z̃
s
r,j, (4)131

E(∆psr,j) = gsr τ̃r + dt̃r − dt̃s + µj ι̃
s
r + d̃r,j − d̃s,j, (5)132

where the estimable parameters τ̃r, dt̃r, dt̃
s, ι̃sr, δ̃r,j, δ̃

s
,j, d̃r,j, d̃

s
,j and z̃sr,j are listed in Table 1.133

From Table 1 we see that the ZTDs are estimated relatively based on the assumption that134

the ZTD mapping functions between stations in a small-scaled network are similar to each135

other (gsr 6=1 ≈ gs1).136

The estimable parameters (see Table 1) are estimated in a Kalman filter in the Curtin137

PPP-RTK network software (Odijk et al. 2017). The ionospheric delays, the receiver and138

satellite hardware biases and the ZTDs are linked in time with a random-walk process.139

The vector of the time-updated parameters x̂i|i−1 and the corresponding variance-covariance140

matrix Qi|i−1 at epoch i are calculated based on the estimation of the last epoch, i.e., epoch141

i− 1:142

x̂i|i−1 = Φi|i−1x̂i−1|i−1, Qi|i−1 = Φi|i−1Qi−1|i−1ΦT
i|i−1 + Sxi , (6)143

where x̂i−1|i−1 and Qi−1|i−1 represent the filtered parameters and the corresponding variance-144

covariance matrix at epoch i − 1, respectively. The transition matrix Φi|i−1 time-predicts145

x̂i|i−1 from epoch i− 1. Sxi represents the variance-covariance matrix of the system noise at146

the epoch i.147

Instead of estimating the satellite clock parameters as time-unlinked parameters as shown148

in Table 1, dynamic models can be applied to constrain the temporal behaviours of the149

satellite clocks. As described in Wang et al. (2017), the satellite clock parameters can be150
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modelled with the help of the satellite clock rate ḋts:151

dts(ti)
ḋts(ti)

 = Φs
i|i−1

dts(ti−1)

ḋts(ti−1)

 +

εs(ti)
ε̇s(ti)

 , (7)152

with153

Φs
i|i−1 =

1 ∆ti

0 1

 , ∆ti = ti − ti−1, (8)154

where εs and ε̇s denote the system noise of the satellite clock and the satellite clock rate for155

satellite s, respectively.156

Based on the study of Senior et al. (2008), different generations and types of the GPS157

satellite clocks may show different noise behaviours for different averaging time. In order158

not to increase the complexity and computational load for real-time usage (Hauschild and159

Montenbruck 2009), in this study, we do not attempt to distinguish the noise types between160

different GPS satellite clocks. The white frequency noise (WFN) is assumed to be the161

dominant noise type (Wang et al. 2017), and the 2-state (clock and clock rate) variance162

matrix for WFN in the Kalman filter, i.e., the variance matrix for the terms εs and ε̇s in163

Eq. (7), is formulated as (van Dierendonck et al. 1984):164

Sdts(ti) =

h0
2

∆ti 0

0 h0
2∆ti

 · c2 = q2
dts

∆ti
2

0

0 1
2∆ti

 (9)165

with166

h0 = σ2
A · 2τ, qdts =

√
h0 · c, (10)167

where c denotes the speed of light. σA and τ represent the Allan deviation (Allan 1987)168

and the corresponding averaging time, respectively. For WFN, with a slope of -0.5 in the169

Sigma-Tau-Diagram of the Allan deviations (Riley 2008), the parameter qdts is a constant170

value.171
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Applying the satellite clock model (see Eq. (7)), the estimability of the receiver and172

satellite clocks changes, and the ZTDs are able to be estimated absolutely for each station.173

The changes in the estimable parameters (compared to those listed in Table 1) are listed in174

Table 2. Compared to the case with unlinked satellite clocks (see Table 1), the reference175

receiver clocks at the third epoch (and beyond), i.e., dt1(ti>2), are not constrained as S-basis176

parameters anymore.177

Based on Tables 1 and 2, the number of the observation equations (including the con-178

straint equations, denoted as lo), the number of the estimable parameters (lu) and the number179

of the redundancies (lr) are shown in Fig. 1 for the cases without satellite clock model. The180

addition of the numbers after applying the satellite clock model is marked with blue. Based181

on Eqs. (4) and (5), 2nm phase and code measurements are received by the receivers. In182

addition to that, the ionosphere-weighted model (see Eq. (3)) provides (n− 1)m constraint183

equations. From the second epoch t2 (without satellite clock model), with the time-links184

of the ZTDs (n), the receiver hardware biases (2n), the satellite hardware biases (2m), the185

ionospheric delays (nm) and the ambiguities ((n− 1)(m− 1)), 2mn+m+ 2n+ 1 additional186

time-constraint equations are available. Having satellite clock model, m more constraint187

equations are available for ti>2 for the satellite clocks and the satellite clock rates, respec-188

tively. This leads to an addition of lo of 2m. Based on Table 1, without satellite clock model,189

2nm + 2n − 2 and 2nm + 3n + 2m estimable parameters need to be estimated at the first190

epoch and for ti>1, respectively. Applying satellite clock model makes the estimation of the191

absolute ZTDs possible (see Table 2). This leads to one more estimable parameter at t1.192

For ti>2, m estimable satellite clock rates and the estimable reference receiver clock are also193

added to lu. This leads to an addition of m+ 1 for lu in total for ti>2. As a result, from the194

box for lr in Fig. 1 we see that the redundancy at t1 has decreased by 1 applying satellite195

clock model due to the change from relative to absolute ZTD estimation (with an additional196

parameter). However, for ti>2, the redundancy lr has increased by m − 1 after applying197

satellite clock model.198
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With Table 2 and Eq. (7), we can obtain:199

d˜̃t
s
(ti) = dts(ti) + ds,j(t1)− (dt1(t1) + d1,j(t1))− µjιs1(t1)− ti − t1

∆t2
(dt1(t2) (11)200

−dt1(t1))201

= dts(ti−1) + ∆tiḋt
s(ti−1) + εs(ti) + ds,j(t1)− (dt1(t1) + d1,j(t1))− µjιs1(t1)202

−(
ti−1 − t1

∆t2
+

∆ti
∆t2

)(dt1(t2)− dt1(t1))203

= d˜̃ts(ti−1) + ∆tiḋ
˜̃ts(ti−1) + εs(ti),204

ḋ˜̃ts(ti) = ḋts(ti)−
1

∆t2
(dt1(t2)− dt1(t1)), (12)205

= ḋts(ti−1) + ε̇s(ti)−
1

∆t2
(dt1(t2)− dt1(t1)),206

= ḋ˜̃ts(ti−1) + ε̇s(ti).207

From Eqs. (11) and (12) we see that the satellite clock model (see Eq. (7)) also applies208

for the new estimable satellite clocks d˜̃t
s

and satellite clock rates ḋ˜̃ts:209 d˜̃ts(ti)

ḋ˜̃ts(ti)

 = Φs
i|i−1

d˜̃ts(ti−1)

ḋ˜̃ts(ti−1)

 +

εs(ti)
ε̇s(ti)

 , (13)210

With the estimable satellite clocks dt̃s (without clock model), satellite phase biases δ̃s,j211

and the network-derived user ionospheric delays ι̃su (Wang et al. 2017) provided to the users,212

the O-C terms of the phase and the code observations at the user side can be formulated as213

follows:214

E(∆φsu,j) + dt̃s + δ̃s,j + µj ι̃
s
u = ∆ρ̃su + dt̃u + δ̃u,j + λj z̃

s
u,j, (14)215

E(∆psu,j) + dt̃s − µj ι̃su = ∆ρ̃su + dt̃u + d̃u,j − d̃s,j, (15)216

where the term ∆ρ̃su contains the increment of the user station coordinates and the relative217

user ZTD (see Table 1) in the slant direction. If the satellite clock models are applied, the218
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estimable satellite clocks dt̃s in Eqs. (14) and (15) are replaced by those applying the satellite219

clock model (d˜̃ts) instead:220

E(∆φsu,j) + d˜̃ts + δ̃s,j + µj ι̃
s
u = ∆˜̃ρsu + d˜̃tu + δ̃u,j + λj z̃

s
u,j, (16)221

E(∆psu,j) + d˜̃ts − µj ι̃su = ∆˜̃ρsu + d˜̃tu + d̃u,j − d̃s,j, (17)222

where the term ∆˜̃ρsu contains the increment of the user station coordinate and the absolute223

user ZTD (see Table 2) in the slant direction. d˜̃tu represents the estimable user receiver clock224

with the form in Table 2.225

For the network and the user processing, the a priori standard deviations at the zenith226

direction are set to be 3 mm (σφ) and 3 dm (σp) for the phase and the code observations, re-227

spectively. Given these a priori standard deviations, elevation-dependent weighting function228

(Eueler and Goad 1991) can be applied to the observations with (Dach et al. 2007):229

wφ(e) =
sin2(e)

σ2
φ

, (18)230

wp(e) =
sin2(e)

σ2
p

, (19)231

where e represents the elevation angle of the observation, and wφ(e) and wp(e) represent the232

elevation-dependent weights of the phase and the code observations, respectively. During233

the network processing, the ultra rapid satellite orbits provided by the IGS with predicted234

satellite positions (Dow et al. 2009, Springer and Hugentobler 2001) and the precise station235

coordinates provided by the Geoscience Australia (GA, Geoscience Australia 2017) are used236

for generating the O-C terms and are not estimated. As shown in Table 3, the ZTDs, the237

hardware biases and the ionospheric delays are linked in time. The ambiguities are assumed238

to be constant, and the satellite clocks are estimated for both cases as unlinked and linked239

parameters. The spatial ionosphere-weighted model is applied with the standard deviation240

of the between-station single-differenced ionospheric delays set as 0.03 m per 20 km. The241
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partial integer ambiguity resolution (Odijk et al. 2014a) with a pre-defined ambiguity success242

rate of 99.99% is used in both the network and the user processing.243

NETWORK CORRECTIONS WITHOUT AND WITH SATELLITE CLOCK244

MODELLING245

In the processing, we used 1 Hz GPS L1 data from a small-scale network located in246

Victoria, Australia (see Fig. 2) on March 28, 2017 from 5:00 to 7:00, from 13:00 to 15:00247

and from 21:00 to 23:00 in GPS Time (GPST). The network consists of 4 stations (see the248

yellow marks in Fig. 2) with an inter-station distance ranging from 19.6 to 42.9 km. Two249

stations are used as the user stations (see the red marks in Fig. 2). The network stations250

are all using receivers of the type TRIMBLE NETR9, and the two user stations are using251

receivers of the types LEICA GRX1200GGPRO and SEPT POLARX4, respectively. Since252

the network products are assumed to be provided to the users over a long time period,253

the user processing starts one hour after the network processing. For newly risen satellites254

during the user processing, the network products of the first 8 minutes are considered within255

the initialization phase of the network Kalman filter and are not used by the user. The256

elevation mask is set to be 10 degrees. In this study, the GPS L1 observations are used257

for the network and the user processing. However, we remark that the estimability of the258

parameters introduced in the previous section applies also for single-frequency signals of259

other GNSS or multi-GNSS single-frequency signals. When processing multi-GNSS single-260

frequency observations, the inter-system biases (ISBs) need to be properly considered (Odijk261

et al. 2012a).262

As shown by Khodabandeh and Teunissen (2015), the between-satellite differences of263

the network corrections take an active role in user positioning. As a result, for the user264

positioning, the network products are effective or largely effective at the between-satellite265

level, if the receiver clocks and hardware biases are unlinked or very weakly linked in time.266

Based on Tables 1 and 2, the between-satellite clocks without (dt̃1s) and with the satellite267
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clock models (d˜̃t1s) have the following formulation:268

dt̃1s(ti) = dt1s(ti) + d1s
,j (t1)− µjι1s1 (t1)− g1s

1 (ti)τ1(t1), (20)269

d˜̃t1s(ti) = dt1s(ti) + d1s
,j (t1)− µjι1s1 (t1). (21)270

The difference between d˜̃t1s and dt̃1s at the time point ti is thus the term g1s
1 (ti)τ1(t1). τ1(t1)271

can be obtained by:272

τ1(t1) =
d˜̃t1s(ti)− dt̃1s(ti)

g1s
1 (ti)

. (22)273

As examples, Fig. 3(a) shows the between-satellite differences of the ZTD mapping func-274

tions g1s
1 for the satellite pairs G07-G09, G07-G30, G07-G23, G07-G27 and the τ1(t1) ob-275

tained from Eq. (22) using the between-satellite clock estimates dˆ̃t1s without satellite clock276

model and d
ˆ̃̃
t1s with satellite clock model (qdts = 7 mm/

√
s) from 14:00 to 15:00 on March277

28, 2017. The signals of these satellites are received by all network stations from the start278

of the network processing and the S-basis parameters ιs1(t1) and τ1(t1) (see Tables 1 and 2)279

for these satellites relate to the same reference receiver. The time intervals with g1s
1 near280

zero (with an absolute value smaller than 0.01) are excluded from Fig. 3(b) for purpose of281

visualisation. From Fig. 3(b) we see that the variance of τ1(t1) increases with decreasing282

absolute value of g1s
1 . Using the data from the satellite pair G07-G27 with relatively large283

absolute g1s
1 and small changes in the variance of τ1(t1), the mean value of τ1(t1) amounts to284

around 6 cm.285

Fig. 4 shows the formal standard deviations of the estimable between-satellite clocks286

without and with clock constraint for the satellites G07 and G09 from 14:00 to 15:00 on March287

28, 2017. To test the influences of the satellite clock constraints with different strengths on288

the results, the values 7, 1, and 0.5 mm/
√

s are used for the parameter qdts (see Eq. (10))289

with decreasing system noise. From Fig. 4 we see that the formal standard deviations of the290

estimable between-satellite clocks for G07 and G09 from 14:00 to 15:00 amount to several291

decimetres. Applying satellite clock model helps to reduce the formal standard deviations292
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by millimetres (up to centimetre), and thus improves the precision of the between-satellite293

clock estimates.294

The between-satellite single-frequency combined network corrections without satellite295

clock model (ω̃1s
r,j) and with satellite clock model (˜̃ω1s

r,j) are defined as follows (see also Tables 1296

and 2):297

ω̃1s
r,j(ti) = dt̃1s(ti) + δ̃1s

,j (ti) + µj ι̃
1s
r (ti) (23)298

= dt1s(ti) + δ1s
,j (ti) + µjι

1s
r (ti)− g1s

1 (ti)τ1(t1)− z1s
1,jλj,299

˜̃ω1s
r,j(ti) = d˜̃t1s(ti) + δ̃1s

,j (ti) + µj ι̃
1s
r (ti) (24)300

= dt1s(ti) + δ1s
,j (ti) + µjι

1s
r (ti)− z1s

1,jλj.301

As an example, Fig. 5(a) shows the formal standard deviations of the between-satellite302

combined network correction σ̂ω̃1s
r,j

(without satellite clock model) and σ̂ ˜̃ω1s
r,j

(with satellite303

clock model) between the satellites G07 and G09 for the network station WBEE from 14:00304

to 15:00 on March 28, 2017. From Fig. 5(a) we see that the dm-level formal standard305

deviations visible in Fig. 4 are significantly reduced when combining the network corrections.306

The differences of the formal standard deviations without and with satellite clock model for307

G07 and G09 from 14:00 to 15:00 are smaller than sub-millimetre.308

The different formal standard deviations of the single and the combined network products309

are caused by the strong correlation among the between-satellite clocks (dt̃1s without clock310

model or d˜̃t1s with clock model), the between-satellite ionospheric delays ι̃1sr and the between-311

satellite phase biases δ̃1s
,j . Fig. 5(b) shows, e.g., the correlation coefficients of the between-312

satellite clocks and the sum of the between-satellite ionospheric delays (for the network313

station WBEE) and the between-satellite phase biases from 14:00 to 15:00 on March 28,314

2017 for the satellite pair G07 and G09, which is formulated as:315

ϕ̃1s
r,j = δ̃1s

,j + µj ι̃
1s
r . (25)316
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From Fig. 5(b) we see that the absolute values of the correlation coefficients between317

dt̃1s without satellite clock model (or d˜̃t1s with satellite clock model) and ϕ̃1s
r,j are large,318

which indicate strong correlation among the network corrections. Applying satellite clock319

models slightly reduce the absolute values of the correlation coefficients. The reduced formal320

standard deviations of the between-satellite combined network corrections (see Fig. 5(a))321

compared to those of the between-satellite clocks (see Fig. 4) can be explained by the high322

correlations shown in Fig. 5(b) (Khodabandeh and Teunissen 2015). Accordingly, although323

the precision of each individual between-satellite corrections (satellite clocks, satellite phase324

biases and ionospheric delays) is driven by the code data, the precision of their combined325

version is at the phase-level.326

According to Bevis et al. (1992) and Younes (2016), the wet component of ZTDs can327

vary from centimetres (or less) in arid regions to as large as 35 cm in humid regions. With328

the g1s
1 for the satellite pairs G07 and G09 (from 14:00 to 15:00 on March 28, 2017) shown in329

Fig. 3(a) varying from around -0.07 to 0.06, the term g1s
1 (ti)τ1(t1) for G07 and G09 during330

this time interval thus generally varies from sub-millimetres to millimetres, and does not331

exceed 2.5 cm in the extreme cases, i.e., with the wet component of ZTD for the reference332

receiver at t1 amounting to 35 cm. Based on the small differences of ω̃1s
r,j and ˜̃ω1s

r,j for this333

satellite pair and test interval per definition (see Eqs. (23) and (24)), the estimates of the334

between-satellite combined network corrections for station WBEE without satellite clock335

model (ˆ̃ω1s
r,j) and with satellite clock model (ˆ̃̃ω1s

r,j) are compared. For a better visualisation,336

the between-satellite clock drift and offset derived from the IGS clock biases (IGS clock337

2017) for G07 and G09 from 14:00 to 15:00 on March 28, 2017 are subtracted from the338

between-satellite combined network corrections to generate the residuals:339

∆ˆ̃ω1s
r,j(ti) = ˆ̃ω1s

r,j(ti)− p̂1s
1 · (ti − t0)− p̂1s

0 , (26)340

∆ˆ̃̃ω1s
r,j(ti) = ˆ̃̃ω1s

r,j(ti)− p̂1s
1 · (ti − t0)− p̂1s

0 , (27)341
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where the satellite clock rate p̂s1 and offset p̂s0 are derived from the IGS satellite clock biases342

dt̂sIGS with:343

dt̂sIGS(ti) = ps1(ti − t0) + ps0, (28)344

where t0 denotes here 14:00 on March 28, 2017.345

Fig. 6(a) shows the residuals of the between-satellite combined network corrections with-346

out and with satellite clock model (see Eqs. (26) and (27)) for station WBEE for G07 and347

G09 from 14:00 to 15:00 on March 28, 2017. We see that the results are almost overwritten348

by each other (with differences within millimetres). Based on Eqs. (23) and (24), the varia-349

tion of ∆ˆ̃ω1s
r,j and ∆ˆ̃̃ω1s

r,j should be related to the stochastic behaviours of the satellite clocks350

(after removing offset and drift) on between-satellite level, possible cycle slips in z1s
1,j, the351

variation of the between-satellite phase biases, the between-satellite ionospheric biases and352

the term g1s
1 (ti)τ1(t1) (for relative ZTD estimation). After adding the between-satellite O-C353

term of the phase observations for station WBEE (∆φ1s
r,j, see Eq. (4)) to its between-satellite354

combined network corrections from 14:00 to 15:00 on March 28, 2017, the short-term vari-355

ation in Fig. 6(a) at dm-level is reduced to mm-level (see Fig. 6(b)). The expectation of356

the remaining parts of ∆φ1s
r,j + ˆ̃ω1s

r,j (without satellite clock model) and ∆φ1s
r,j + ˆ̃̃ω1s

r,j (with357

satellite clock model) contain the term of the tropospheric delays (g1s
r τ̃r and g1s

r
˜̃τr) and the358

ambiguities:359

E(∆φ̃1s
r,j) = E(∆φ1s

r,j + ˆ̃ω1s
r,j) = g1s

r τ̃r + λj z̃
1s
r,j, (29)360

E(∆˜̃φ1s
r,j) = E(∆φ1s

r,j + ˆ̃̃ω1s
r,j) = g1s

r
˜̃τr + λj z̃

1s
r,j. (30)361

The conclusion therefore reads that applying satellite clock model does not generate362

significant differences in the between-satellite combined network corrections compared to363

the case without satellite clock model. However, the situation changes in case of latencies,364

i.e., when the network corrections need to be predicted.365

In case of latencies, the network corrections are predicted separately for each parameter366
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(the estimable satellite clocks, satellite phase biases and user-specific ionospheric delays). In367

correspondence with the settings in the network Kalman filter, the estimable satellite phase368

biases and user-specific ionospheric delays at the prediction time point ti + tP are set to be369

equal to those at the last estimation time point ti with tP denoting the prediction time:370

ˇ̃δs,j(ti + tP ) = ˆ̃δs,j(ti), (31)371

ˇ̃ιsu(ti + tP ) = ˆ̃ιsu(ti), (32)372

where ˆ̃δs,j and ˆ̃ιsu represent the estimated satellite phase biases on GPS L1 and the user-373

specific ionospheric delays for the satellite s, respectively. ˇ̃δs,j and ˇ̃ιsu represent the predicted374

satellite phase biases on GPS L1 and the user-specific ionospheric delays for the satellite s,375

respectively.376

The estimable satellite clock (applying satellite clock model) is predicted with the help377

of the estimated satellite clock rate ḋ
ˆ̃̃
ts in the Kalman filter:378

d
ˇ̃̃
ts(ti + tP ) = d

ˆ̃̃
ts(ti) + ḋ

ˆ̃̃
ts(ti) · tP . (33)379

Alternatively, in case the satellite clock model is not applied in the network processing, the380

estimable satellite clock can also be predicted with the help of the post-computed satellite381

clock rates ḋˆ̃ts:382

dˇ̃ts(ti + tP ) = dˆ̃ts(ti) + ḋˆ̃ts(ti) · tP . (34)383

The post-computed satellite clock rates can be obtained by fitting polynomials using the384

satellite clock estimates without clock constraint dˆ̃ts. Assuming that the estimable satellite385

clock dt̃s without clock model (see Table 1) behaves similarly to a linear polynomial within386

short time span, the polynomial can be fitted with:387

E(dt̃s(ti)) = as0 + as1(ti − to), (35)388
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where as0 and as1 represent the offset and rate of the estimable clock of satellite s at the389

time point ti without applying clock model, respectively. to represents the starting time of390

the polynomial fitting. The estimation is performed for all satellites in each epoch, and the391

estimated parameter âs1 is used as the satellite clock rate ḋˆ̃ts in Eq. (34). In this study, the392

starting time of the polynomial fitting to is set to be ti−9 s, which means that the satellite393

clock estimates (without clock model) of the last 10 s are used for the polynomial fitting.394

We remark that estimating the satellite clock rates by post-computing polynomials using the395

satellite clock estimates without clock model violates the assumption that we have made in396

the network Kalman filter. In contrast to that, the prediction based on ḋ
ˆ̃̃
ts directly follows397

the dynamic model of the satellite clocks in the network Kalman filter.398

The predicted combined corrections without (ˇ̃ωsu,j) and with satellite clock models (ˇ̃̃ωsu,j)399

are defined as:400

ˇ̃ωsu,j(ti + tP ) = dˇ̃ts(ti + tP ) + ˇ̃δs,j(ti + tP ) + µjˇ̃ι
s
u(ti + tP ), (36)401

= dˆ̃ts(ti) + ḋˆ̃ts(ti) · tP + ˆ̃δs,j(ti) + µjˆ̃ι
s
u(ti),402

= ˆ̃ωsu,j(ti) + ḋˆ̃ts(ti) · tP ,403

ˇ̃̃ωsu,j(ti + tP ) = d
ˇ̃̃
ts(ti + tP ) + ˇ̃δs,j(ti + tP ) + µjˇ̃ι

s
u(ti + tP ), (37)404

= d
ˆ̃̃
ts(ti) + ḋ

ˆ̃̃
ts(ti) · tP + ˆ̃δs,j(ti) + µjˆ̃ι

s
u(ti),405

= ˆ̃̃ωsu,j(ti) + ḋ
ˆ̃̃
ts(ti) · tP ,406

where ˆ̃ωsu,j and ˆ̃̃ωsu,j represent the estimated user-specific combined network corrections with-407

out and with the satellite clock model, respectively. From Table 2, we see that the es-408

timable between-satellite clock rates (applying satellite clock model) are equal to the original409

between-satellite clock rates:410

ḋ˜̃t1s = ḋt1s. (38)411

Fig. 7 shows the estimated between-satellite clock rates without and with clock models412
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for the satellite pair G07 and G09 from 14:00 to 15:00 on March 28, 2017. The yellow line413

represents the between-satellite clock rates generated by fitting polynomials using the dˆ̃ts of414

the last 10 s (see Eq. (35)). The blue line represents the between-satellite clock rates for the415

same satellite pair and the same time interval computed using the IGS final satellite clocks416

(IGS clock 2017) with a sampling interval of 30 s:417

ḋt̂1sIGS(ti) = ḋt̂sIGS(ti)− ḋt̂1IGS(ti) (39)418

=
dt̂sIGS(ti+1)− dt̂sIGS(ti)

∆ti+1

− dt̂1IGS(ti+1)− dt̂1IGS(ti)

∆ti+1

,419

where dt̂sIGS(ti) represents the IGS clock bias for satellite s at ti. The time difference ∆ti+1420

amounts to 30 s by calculating the IGS between-satellite clock rates.421

Based on the results generated using the IGS satellite clocks (see the blue line in Fig. 7),422

we assume that the between-satellite clock rates for the satellites G07 and G09 from 14:00423

to 15:00 on March 28, 2017 vary within millimetres per second. Applying strong satellite424

clock constraints helps to reduce the noise in the estimates of the between-satellite clock425

rates. The yellow line, which represents the estimates of the between-satellite clock rates426

obtained by fitting polynomials (see Eq. 35), has shown the most noisy behaviours among427

all the different choices. Based on Eq. (20), we see that the between-satellite clock rates428

obtained by fitting polynomials (ḋˆ̃t1s) include not only the original between-satellite clock429

rates (ḋt1s), but also the rates of the term g1s
1 τ1(t1). However, the rate of the term g1s

1 τ1(t1)430

for the satellite pair G07 and G09 during this time interval varies within tens of micrometres431

per second. The noisy behaviour of the yellow line in Fig. 7 is caused by the noisy behaviour432

of the between-satellite clock estimates without clock constraint (see the blue line in Fig. 4).433

For the relevant satellites in the predicted test time intervals, the between-satellite clock434

rates computed using the IGS clocks (IGS clock 2017) all have small amplitudes (from sub-435

mm/s or even less to mm/s). In case of not applying satellite clock model, we thus also test436

the option to directly set the predicted satellite clocks at ti+tP to those at ti. In other words,437
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apart from obtaining the values of ḋˆ̃ts by fitting polynomials (see Eq. (35)), the values of the438

ḋˆ̃ts can also be directly set to 0 m/s. In section “Latency and user positioning results”, for439

the case without satellite clock model, both options, i.e., obtaining the satellite clock rates440

by fitting polynomials and directly setting them to 0 m/s, are tested.441

Apart from the between-satellite clock rate, the prediction time tP , which varies according442

to the latency of the network corrections, also influences the predicted combined corrections443

(see Eqs. (36) and (37)). The residuals of the predicted between-satellite combined network444

corrections without (∆ˇ̃ω1s
u,j) and with satellite clock models (∆ˇ̃̃ω1s

u,j) are defined as (see also445

Eq. (28)):446

∆ˇ̃ω1s
u,j(ti + tP ) = ˇ̃ω1s

u,j(ti + tP )− p̂1s
1 · (ti + tP − t0)− p̂1s

0 , (40)447

∆ˇ̃̃ω1s
u,j(ti + tP ) = ˇ̃̃ω1s

u,j(ti + tP )− p̂1s
1 · (ti + tP − t0)− p̂1s

0 . (41)448

Fig. 8 shows the residuals of the predicted between-satellite combined network corrections449

without and with applying different satellite clock constraints with the same prediction time450

tP of 3 s (see Fig. 8(a)) and with different prediction time tP applying the same clock451

constraint qdts = 7 mm/
√

s (see Fig. 8(b)) for user station PKVL from 14:00 to 15:00 on452

March 28, 2017. The yellow line in Fig. 8(a) represents the case using ḋˆ̃ts obtained by fitting453

polynomials (see Eq. (35)). As shown in Fig. 8, the predicted combined corrections are454

influenced by both the satellite clock constraint and the prediction time tP .455

To compare the predicted and the estimated network corrections, the differences of456

the predicted (see Eqs. (33) and (34)) and the estimated between-satellite clocks without457

and with satellite clock model are plotted in Fig. 9(a) for a latency of 3 s, and those for458

the between-satellite combined network corrections (see Eqs. (36) and (37)) are plotted in459

Fig. 9(b). Without satellite clock model (see the yellow lines in Fig. 9), the satellite clock460

rates are obtained by fitting polynomials (see Eq. (35)). We see that for both the between-461

satellite clocks and combined network corrections, applying strong satellite clock models462
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(with qdts of 1 and 0.5 mm/
√

s) helps to reduce the differences between the predictions and463

the estimations.464

Applying satellite clock model with qdts of 0.5 mm/
√

s, Fig. 10 shows also the differences465

of the predicted and the estimated combined network corrections with a latency of 3, 6 and466

10 s. The differences are enlarged with increasing latency of the network products.467

LATENCY AND USER POSITIONING RESULTS468

Due to the time delay of the network products, the estimated satellite clocks, satellite469

phase biases and the interpolated user-specific ionospheric delays are predicted with a la-470

tency ranging from 3 to 10 s and are provided to the users. For reason of comparison,471

we also computed predictions without satellite clock model. The satellite clock rates can472

be computed by fitting polynomials using the satellite clock estimates dˆ̃ts without satellite473

clock model of the last 10 s (see Eq. (35)). Since the network corrections are effective on474

between-satellite level for user positioning (Khodabandeh and Teunissen 2015), and based475

on the fact that the between-satellite clock rates (obtained using IGS clocks) for the tested476

time intervals have small amplitudes (sub-mm/s to mm/s, see the previous section), we also477

tested the option to directly set the values of the satellite clock rates (ḋˆ̃ts in Eq. (34)) to478

0 m/s in case that no satellite clock model is applied.479

In this study, the station coordinates in the daily final solution provided by Geoscience480

Australia (GA) are used as ground truth. The same as in the network processing, the zenith-481

referenced a priori standard deviations of the phase and the code observations are set to be482

3 mm and 3 dm, respectively. The receiver hardware biases and the ZTDs are time-linked483

with a spectral density of 1 m/
√

s and 0.1 mm/
√

s, respectively. The receiver coordinates484

are estimated kinematically without link in time.485

Fig. 11 shows the coordinate differences for user station PKVL using the predicted net-486

work corrections (with a qdts of 0.5 mm/
√

s and a latency of 3, 6 and 10 s) and the estimated487

network corrections in the North-, East- and Up-directions from 14:00 to 15:00 on March 28,488

2017. The y-axis is scaled to -5 and 5 cm for the horizontal coordinates, and to -2 and 2 dm489
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for the vertical coordinates. The results are based on partial ambiguity resolution with a490

pre-defined success rate of 99.99%. We see that the coordinate differences increase with the491

increasing latency in all the three directions.492

In order to compare the influences of different sets of the predicted network corrections493

on the user positioning results for different users in different time intervals, the overall RMS494

of the coordinate increments are computed using the coordinate increments (with respect495

to the ground truth) of both user stations from 6:00 to 7:00, from 14:00 to 15:00 and from496

22:00 to 23:00 (in GPST) on March 28, 2017 with a latency ranging from 3 to 10 s. The497

overall RMS is defined as:498

σx =

√√√√√ T∑
h=1

U∑
u=1

Ne∑
i=Ns

x2
u,h(ti)

T · U · (Ne −Ns + 1)
, (42)499

where T and U represent the number of the tested time intervals and the number of the500

user stations, respectively. Ns and Ne represent the starting and the ending time epoch501

for calculating the RMS of the user positioning results, respectively. xu,h(ti) denotes the502

coordinate increment (with respect to the ground truth) for the user station u of the time503

interval h at the time point ti based on partial ambiguity resolution. The RMS in the504

North-, East- and Up-direction are denoted as σ̂N , σ̂E and σ̂U , respectively. The first 10 s505

are considered as the filter initialization time and are not used for computing the RMS of506

the coordinates.507

Fig. 12 shows the overall RMS of the North-, East- and Up-coordinates applying different508

prediction methods for different latencies of the network products. The value 0 in the x-axis509

represents the case without latency, i.e., using the estimated network corrections. The legend510

“No model (ḋˆ̃ts=0 m/s)” represents the case where the values of the satellite clock rate are511

directly set to be 0 m/s, and the legend “No model (Polyfit)” represents the case where the512

satellite clock rates are computed by fitting polynomials using the satellite clock estimates513

without clock model of the last 10 s (see Eq. (35)).514

From Fig. 12 we see that estimation of satellite clock rates by fitting polynomials (see the515
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yellow lines in Fig. 12) degrades the user positioning results significantly already by short516

latencies, e.g., 3 s. Directly setting the values of the satellite clock rates to 0 m/s avoids517

the noisy behaviours of the between-satellite clock rates in Fig. 7. However, the fact that518

the between-satellite clock rates are not 0 m/s increases the biases in the predicted between-519

satellite combined network corrections with the increasing latencies. For long latencies, e.g.,520

larger than 8 s, large degradation in the user positioning results can thus occur. Using the521

satellite clock rates with weak satellite clock models, i.e., with qdts = 7 mm/
√

s (see the522

red lines in Fig. 7 and 12) does not generate better results compared to the case where we523

directly set the ḋˆ̃ts to 0 m/s (see the blue lines in Fig. 12), especially in the vertical direction.524

However, by strengthening the constraint in satellite clock model, the noise in the between-525

satellite clock rates are significantly reduced (see the green and the magenta lines in Fig. 7).526

This leads to improvements in all the three directions of the user positioning results (see the527

green and the magenta lines in Fig. 12). Compared to the yellow and the blue lines without528

satellite clock model, the benefits are especially large for long latencies with tP larger than529

8 s. Applying strong satellite clock constraint, i.e., with a qdts of 0.5 or 1 mm/
√

s, the RMS530

of the coordinates are reduced within centimetres to decimetres for a latency larger than 6 s,531

compared to the cases without satellite clock model.532

CONCLUSION533

This contribution studies the estimability of the parameters applying dynamic satellite534

clock model in the network PPP-RTK processing under single-frequency and ionosphere-535

weighted scenario. With dynamic satellite clock models incorporated in the network Kalman536

filter, we developed a single-frequency network full-rank model applicable to an arbitrary537

GNSS. In order to test the implementation of the satellite clock model, real data from a538

small-scale network in 3 different time intervals are used to compute the estimated and539

the predicted network corrections (the estimable satellite clocks, satellite phase biases and540

ionospheric delays). The estimated and the predicted network corrections are provided to541

the users, and the influences of the satellite clock models on the user positioning results are542
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studied and discussed with respect to their RMS (deviated from the ground truth) for a543

latency ranging from 3 to 10 s. Predictions without satellite clock models are also performed544

for reason of comparison.545

In this study, it was found that the estimated combined network corrections do not546

benefit much from satellite clock models. However, modelling satellite clocks is shown to be547

beneficial to reduce the noise in the predicted between-satellite combined network corrections548

in case of latencies of the network products. These improvements are also reflected in the549

user positioning results. Without satellite clock model, the results are computed both by550

directly setting the values of the satellite clock rates to 0 m/s and by fitting polynomials551

using the satellite clock estimates without constraint of the last 10 s. The latter case already552

generates dm-level RMS in all the three directions at short latency of 3 s. Directly setting553

the values of the satellite clock rates to 0 m/s also leads to dm-level RMS in all the three554

directions at long latency larger than 8 s. Applying a strong satellite clock model for GPS555

satellites with, e.g., qdts equals to 0.5 or 1 mm/
√

s, the RMS of the user coordinates are556

reduced within centimetres to decimetres for latencies larger than 6 s. Compared to the557

discussed prediction methods without satellite clock model, advantages of the strong satellite558

clock models in single-frequency PPP-RTK network processing are directly reflected in user559

positioning results, especially in cases of long latencies of the network products.560
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Table 1. Estimable parameters and S-basis parameters in Eqs. (4) and (5) with the iono-
spheric delays, the hardware biases and the ZTDs linked in time (as random-walk process)
for single-frequency ionosphere-weighted scenario without satellite clock model). Relative
ZTDs between stations are estimated.

Parameter Interpretation
τ̃r 6=1(t1) τr(t1)− τ1(t1)
τ̃r(ti>1) τr(ti)− τ1(t1)
dt̃r 6=1(ti) dt1r(ti) + d1r,j(t1)
dt̃s(ti) dts(ti) + ds,j(t1)− (dt1(ti) + d1,j(t1))− gs1(ti)τ1(t1)− µjιs1(t1)

ι̃sr(ti) ιsr(ti)− ιs1(t1),

{
r 6= 1, i = 1

∀r, i > 1

δ̃r,j(ti) δr,j(ti)− δ1,j(t1)− d1r,j(t1) + z1
1r,jλj,

{
r 6= 1, i = 1

∀r, i > 1

δ̃s,j(ti) δs,j(ti)− δ1,j(t1)− (ds,j(t1)− d1,j(t1)) + 2µjι
s
1(t1)− zs1,jλj

d̃r,j(ti>1) dr,j(ti)− dr,j(t1)

d̃s,j(ti>1) ds,j(ti)− ds,j(t1)

z̃s 6=1
r 6=1,j zs1r,j − z1

1r,j

S-basis τ1(t1), dt1(ti), δ1,j(t1), dr,j(t1), ds,j(t1), ιs1(t1), zs1,j, z
1
r,j
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Table 2. Changed estimable parameters with the satellite clock model (see Eq. (7)) with
the ionospheric delays, the hardware biases and the ZTDs linked in time (as random-walk
process) for single-frequency ionosphere-weighted scenario. Absolute ZTDs are estimated for
each station.

Parameter Interpretation
˜̃τr(ti) τr(ti)

d˜̃tr(ti) dtr(ti) + d1r,j(t1)− dt1(t1)− ti−t1
∆t2

(dt1(t2)− dt1(t1)),

{
r 6= 1, i = 1, 2

∀r, i > 2

d˜̃ts(ti) dts(ti) + ds,j(t1)− (dt1(t1) + d1,j(t1))− µjιs1(t1)− ti−t1
∆t2

(dt1(t2)− dt1(t1))

ḋ˜̃ts(ti>2) ḋts(ti)− 1
∆t2

(dt1(t2)− dt1(t1))
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Table 3. Settings of the dynamic model in the network Kalman filter. Parameters not
listed in this Table are estimated as unlinked parameters.

Paramter Process noise
Receiver hardware delays 1 m/

√
s

Satellite hardware delays 0.01 m/
√

s
ZTDs 0.1 mm/

√
s

Ionospheric delays 0.5 m/
√

s
Satellite clocks unlinked, 7, 1, 0.5 mm/

√
s

Ambiguities 0 m/
√

s
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Fig. 1. Flowcharts of the number of the observations equations (including the constraint
equations, denoted as lo), the number of the estimable parameters (lu) and the number
of the redundancies (lr) without satellite clock model and the addition in numbers after
applying the satellite clock model (see Tables 1 and 2), which is marked with blue. t1 and t2
represent the first and the second time epochs of the processing, respectively, and ti>1 and
ti>2 represent the time after the first and the second epochs, respectively. n and m represent
the number of the receivers and the satellites at the corresponding epoch, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Local network for the network and the user processing on March 28, 2017. The
network and the user stations are represented by the yellow and the red marks, respectively.
The inter-station distance of the network stations ranges from 19.6 to 42.9 km. The map is
generated using Google earth 7.0.3.8542 (2017).
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(a) Between-satellite clocks
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(b) Between-satellite combined corrections

Fig. 9. Differences of (a) the predicted and estimated between-satellite clocks (see Eqs. (33)
and (34)) and (b) the predicted and estimated between-satellite combined network correc-
tions (see Eqs. (36) and (37)) for G07 and G09 and user station PKVL from 14:00 to 15:00
on March 28, 2017. The latency in case of prediction is 3 s.
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Fig. 10. Differences of the predicted and estimated between-satellite combined network
corrections (see Eqs. (36) and (37)) for G07 and G09 and user station PKVL from 14:00 to
15:00 on March 28, 2017 applying satellite clock model with qdts of 0.5 mm/

√
s and latencies

of 3, 6 and 10 s.
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Fig. 11. Coordinate differences for user station PKVL using predicted network corrections
(with a qdts of 0.5 mm/

√
s and a latency of 3, 6 and 10 s) and estimated network corrections

in the North-, East- and Up-directions from 14:00 to 15:00 on March 28, 2017. The y-axis
is scaled to -5 and 5 cm for the horizontal coordinates, and to -2 and 2 dm for the vertical
coordinates. The results are based on partial ambiguity resolution with a pre-defined success
rate of 99.99%.
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Fig. 12. The overall RMS of the North-, East- and Up-coordinate increments (with respect
to the ground truth) using the estimated and the predicted network corrections from 6:00
to 7:00, from 14:00 to 15:00 and from 22:00 to 23:00 (in GPST) on March 28, 2017 with a
latency ranging from 3 to 10 s based on partial ambiguity resolution. The yellow and the blue

lines represent the cases using the ḋˆ̃ts obtained by post fitting polynomials (see Eq. (35)) and
directly setting the values to 0 m/s, respectively. The red, the green and the magenta lines

represent the cases using ḋ
ˆ̃̃
ts obtained by modelling satellite clocks in the network Kalman

filter with qdts of 7, 1 and 0.5 mm/
√

s, respectively.
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